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Business calendar app for iphone

With a new year looming, it's time to consider the best calendar app for your mobile device. A good calendar app allows them to stay on top of upcoming appointments and events, either personally or for work. However, you can see that some apps offer even more. Depending on the app you download, there are also highly customizable
and easy-to-read display modes that you won't find in event management, social features, or the built-in apps that come with your phone. Best Productivity App The best email app for your phone If you are struggling to keep track of all the places you have to be today, or if you want another calendar to manage the rest of the year, the best
calendar app for Android and iOS can increase your productivity and make sure that it is always where you need it when you need it. The best calendar app on Android and iOS (iOS: £4.99/£4.99 per month) (Image Credit: Flexibit) Fantastic is an iOS calendar that provides a clean presentation of events in daily, weekly and monthly
calendar views, backed up by really simple reminders and event management. Users can create events using the traditional menu-based interface, or enter or speak simple audio notes that the app automatically parses into events (users can adjust further). The app now has a unified interface for iPhone, iPad, Mac and Apple Watch.
More importantly, Fantastic offers useful features for proposing meetings, as well as extended support for ToDoist and To Dos from Google Tasks. iPhone users will be impressed by the new full screen vertical view in addition to dark mode support. As you can imagine, the app now take advantage of the features of iOS 14 to add widgets
to your iPhone's home screen. With an annual subscription, you can save money to pay per month. Download Fantastic: iOS Calendar 5 (iOS: $6.99/ £6.99/ AU $10.99) (Image Credit: Readle) Readdle's Calendar 5 is a neat iOS app that does a clever job of displaying everything you need to know about your schedule, whether you're on
an iPhone or iPad. From month to day to day, you'll have all the views you need, and natural language support means you can easily attend new events with plain speech. The app also has solid task and event management that makes it easy to sync and import events with the iOS Calendar app, reminders, and apps built into Google
Calendar. In particular, I like the timeline view, where events are categorized by icons and look great at a time. Download Calendar 5: iOS Google Calendar (Android, iOS: Free) (Image Credit: Future) The Google Calendar service has grown into the backbone of various calendar apps, but the mobile Google Calendar app itself is not
slouch, with a clean and bright interface and a variety of views such as traditional month and week views as well as more focused schedule views. Calendar app integrationGmail offers you the option to automatically create events for flight, hotel and restaurant bookings based on your email, and also works with To Dos and reminders as
well as habit-building goals (drawn in from Google's acquisition of Timeful). This is a feature-packed and well-designed calendar app that works great. Download Google Calendar: Android, iOS Woven (iOS: Free) (Image Credit: Weaving Software) Woven is an impressive smart calendar app that now works like a personal scheduling
assistant when it comes to your appointments. Available as a free beta at the time of this writing, the app is currently in sync with Gmail and G Suites (exchange and other platforms coming soon) to help you easily set up events and meetings with smart event templates, availability sharing, map-based travel time planning, analytics, and
more. iMessage integration on iPhone can suggest text scheduling links and times or Page can suggest them for you. Raven's scheduling capabilities will be an attractive calendar alternative for busy professionals, and we expect to get support for more calendars like iCloud and Exchange soon. Raven: iOS24me (iOS: Free) (Image
Credit: 24me) 24me is a smart virtual assistant app that helps you understand your business days and appointments by combining calendar features, to-do lists, and notes. Calendars are synced with a wide range of calendar services such as Google Calendar, iCal, Exchange and Outlook. 24me also provides smart notifications such as
head-up notifications for next-day events and tasks, the right time to leave for the next appointment based on traffic conditions, and weather alerts. Voice control makes it easy to take down notes and set appointments, and you can also create tasks through Amazon Alexa, Siri, and your Apple Watch. Premium subscriptions provide
additional features, such as adding customization options and the option to turn email into a task. Download 24me: iOS BusyCal (iOS: $4.99/£4.99) (Image Credit: Future) BusyCal is a great calendar app for Mac and comes with a solid iOS companion app that brings the experience to your mobile. BusyCal supports iCloud, Google and
other CalDAV calendar systems, providing a list view of color-color-colored months, days, weeks, and upcoming events. Natural language analysis for event creation helps you set up appointments to get the right details, with a wide range of tags and configurable attributes. Map support allows you to view the location of events and
estimated travel times, and BusyCal comes with a to-do list feature that's compatible with the iOS reminder app. The only thing we can mistake is its bland but functional appearance. Download BusyCal: iOS Outlook (Android, iOS: Free) (Image Credit: Microsoft) If you haven't seen Outlook lately, microsoft's email and scheduling app may
be worth watching again. Microsoft has integrated the feature from Sunrise Calendar to Outlook, given the calendar and scheduling features of the latter app.In addition to integrating powerful email features with MS Office apps, Outlook on mobile is improving scheduling and events features with a new calendar app tie-in for Facebook,
Evernote and Wunderlist (although the latter app was shut down this May). You'll also get directions for events from the Funny Calendar feature, which lets you subscribe to your favorite mapping apps, sports games, TV shows, and more. Download Outlook: Android, iOS Time Page (iOS: $1.99/£1.79) (Image Credit: Moleskine) Moleskine
may be better known in notebooks than mobile apps, but the company's time page calendar app for iOS does a good job of being stylish and feature-packed. A smart calendar and day planner, Timepage offers nifty calendar views and easy event creation while working with existing calendar providers like iCloud, Facebook and Google.
Timepage's base view provides a brief timeline of the day's appointments and displays a date tab to select the day of the week. The Heatmap view of the month uses filters that display specific events and calendars to quickly view free or busy days. Natural language analysis, maps and weather information, and natural language support
for the creation of events are among the other additions. The iPad version of the app provides enhanced view mode and split-screen support. Download the time page: iOS DigiCal (Android: Free) (Image Credit: Digibites) DigiCal is an alternative to the excellent Android Calendar app that offers a good range of features, widgets, and
calendar views to easily understand the meaning of your upcoming schedule. With views of days, weeks, months, and agendas, you can quickly search for upcoming events with widgets that make it easy to find things without launching the app. The free features can also be augmented with in-app purchases, weather forecasts, and
premium DigiCal+ tiers for interesting calendars that you can subscribe to. DigiCal+ adds extra view modes such as year views, more widgets, customization features and theme rafts. Ads will also be removed. Download DigiCal: Android Saiske (iOS: Free) (Image Credit: Mobile Seisoft) Japanese calendar app SaiSuke comes with 11
different view modes, complete with landscape and portrait support to get the most out of your iPhone and iPad screens. This is especially useful on iPads thanks to split screen support. SaiSuke's event template allows you to easily add entries, and the configurable interface and color theme provide some room to set up the interface as
you like it. However, premium upgrades are required for multi-device synchronization. Download Sasuke: iOS My Study Life (Android, iOS: Free) (Image Credit: My Research Life) With many schools moving classroom time online these days, maybe your class schedule should follow. My Research Life is a cross-platform app that allows
you to manage your class schedule across multiple devices - in addition to mobile apps for iPhone and Android devices, there are web and Windows versions. In classIt's certainly a big component of my research life, it's not the only thing you can manage with this app. With My Study Life, you can also save notes and exams, track
homework and assignments, and receive notifications about upcoming tasks. Best of all, what you add from the mobile app will be synced to the desktop version of My Study Life that you use through the cloud, so that information is available on any device. Storage is a two-way street in my research life, and teachers can also safely
create and share schedules with students. Download My Research Life: Android, iOSiStudiez Pro (iOS: Free) (Image Credit: iStudiez Team) Another learning planner that is increasingly useful in this era of schooling at home, iStudiez Pro is a freemium schedule management app built with students at heart. Designed for both cross-
platform and easy-to-use, the iStudiez Pro can accommodate a variety of scheduling styles, from classic weekly schedules to A&amp;B weeks, rotation and block schedules. Students can enter the teacher's details for each class as their contact details. The app comes with a homework planner that recalls due dates and To Dos. Today's
flexible view highlights upcoming classes and deadlines. While the app is free, certain features, such as cross-device sync, require a premium subscription to unlock. Download iStidiez Pro: iOSFammle - Family Organizer (iOS: Free) (Image Credit: KeepSolid) Famul at KeepSolid - Family Organizers will never forget birthdays, school
trips, game days, or even groceries and school shopping lists. We want to make snaps to help you manage your family's schedule. When you sign up with an email account or Facebook account, you can create a family account in the app or join an existing account. From there, you can view your family's shared calendar in color-coded
personal and group events for each family member. Users can easily create tasks, share, track, create classified shopping lists, and easily synchronize all data between other family members so that everyone appears on the same page. Download Fahmy - Family Organizer: iOS Cozi Family Organizer (Android, iOS: Free) (Image Credit:
Cozi) Another good shared family calendar is the Cozi Family Organizer, which has families sharing accounts to organize their events, chores, and To Dos. Families can create events and tasks that are visible to everyone using color-coded tags for events, customizable reminders, and weekly agendas emailed to family members. You
can also create shared to-dos and shopping lists, as well as recipe boxes and shared family journals to record your precious memories. The app is free and ad-supported, and premium subscriptions remove ads and add new features such as Contact Manager, Mobile Monthly View, and Enhanced Monthly View. Download Kozi Family
Organizer: Android, iOSTimeTree (Android, iOS: Free) (Image Credit: TimeTree) TimeTree is meant to sync small group schedules with families with multiple supportDisplayed in monthly, weekly, or daily mode. Other tools, such as event-based messaging and event notifications and schedule changes, can help you organize. TimeTree
users can manage individual calendars, share notes, and synchronize schedules across devices. The app can be synced with Google or iCloud calendars and widgets allow you to easily access your events from lock or home screen. Download Time Tree: Android, iOS (Image Credit: Fanatic Software) Informant 5 is a powerful
multipurpose calendar, task, and note management app. Natural language processing makes it easy to create new events, but multiple configurable view modes display as much or as little information as possible on the screen. The Travel Assistant feature helps you manage international time zones, and the location-enabled feature
indicates a travel ETA and suggests locations when creating events. Natural language input can also be created, displayed on a schedule, and checklists and filters can be used to keep tasks on track. Variant mode supports productivity techniques such as getting things done. The informant also includes a raft of premium features that
you can unlock à la carte, or download .informant 5 via subscription model: Android, iOS Great Calendar (iOS: £9.99/£9.99) (Image Credit: YunSoft) Great Calendar, a combination calendar that links with iPhone-supported calendars such as iCloud, Google Calendar and Exchange, to-do lists and note-taking applications. The app
supports natural language processing for event creation, integration of Google tasks, regular events, customizable event color, time zone and weather forecast information. In addition to the calendar feature, the app includes a to-do list feature and a built-in diary that allows you to take notes complete with photos. A great calendar is a
pretty expensive custom calendar, and some users are put off by the fact that multiple other features such as the lunar calendar, holiday calendar and TV schedule are walled off behind in-app purchases. Download Amazing Calendar: iOS CloudCal (Android: Free) (Image Credit: Pselis) CloudCal is a free Android calendar application that
has a cool way to show you how busy you are scheduled on a particular day. Using a system called Magic Circles, CloudCal marks each day on the calendar with colored arcs that roughly correspond to the day's appointments and events, checking bookings and availies at a close. In addition, CloudCal features quick gesture commands,
customizable views, and synchronization of Google tasks with a number of premium features locked behind in-app purchases. Download CloudCal: Android Vantage (iOS: Free) (Image Credit: 444) For a different look at your upcoming appointments, try Vantage, a free calendar app for iOS devices. Vantage provides an overhead view of
the calendar with dates spreading far away while events and appointments stack up on top of each other(Tap the stack to learn more about what's planned for the day.) Date color-coded allows you to see busy days at a close, and you can keep your to-dos in the calendar that appears with events. (Vantage brings tasks set up in the
Reminders app on iOS into your calendar.) Vantage syncs with Google, iCloud, Exchange, Facebook and other calendar services. Download Vantage: iOS aCalendar (Android: Free) (Image Credit: Future) aCalendar is a free, robust Android calendar app that offers an easily navigateable 3-view interface. Swipe sideways on your phone
to quickly move between monthly, daily, and weekly planners. Slide up or down to move the calendar up or down based on your current planner selection. aCalendar is smart enough to sync photos from your address book for birthdays and anniversaries and features both NFC sharing and full screen widgets. Do you want a personal
touch? Further premium upgrades unlock other features such as additional calendar views, tasks, advanced settings, and holidays. Download Calendar: Android Business Calendar 2 (Android: Free) (Image Credit: Appgenix Software) Business Calendar has long stagnated among Android Calendar apps, while it maintains its original
blend of usability and features Get a welcome refresh in Business Calendar 2 that gives the venerable app a modern visual makeover. Users can easily switch between different calendar views with accurate daily and weekly calendars, agenda modes for quick summaries, and events marked with colored snings for easy reference. The
app also includes the creation of simple tasks and events, and highly configurable widgets provide you with a quick reference at a time. Pro upgrades provide additional features such as advanced task management and event templates. Download Business Calendar: Android Today Calendar (Android: Free) (Image Credit: Future) Today's
Calendar thoroughly accepts the flat and colorful principles of Google's material design while backing up a clean interface with a variety of informative view modes and calendar features It's a solid Android calendar app replacement. The default view is a convenient split mode that displays both color-specific event dots and a monthly view
that contains daily agendas. Other views include day, week, and month views, and natural language processing helps create events. Download Calendar of the Day: Android tiny calendar (iOS: free) (image credit: Fenge) Tiny Calendar doesn't have all the features of the big name calendar app brand, but it has some important things:
google, iCloud, and exchange calendars. It features natural language processing for event creation, and a neat, low-frills interface for easy display and placement of schedules. Download a small calendar: iOS WeekCalendar (iOS: free) (Image credit: Weekcal B.V.) Week calendar is a littleIt's more than just a weekly calendar display.
There is an agenda, daily, monthly and even annual views. A feature-rich application, WeekCalendar focuses on the day's events before walking a tightrope between flooding you with too many details. You can bulk edit events, drag and drop them, search calendars, set up complex recurring events, and color-code events for easy sorting.
It may seem a little cluttered, but this old reliable offers a feature-rich calendar experience. The app is free to download, but a premium subscription unlocks additional features such as the feature to create and schedule all types and reminders for calendar views. Weekly Calendar Download: iOS iOS
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